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Nature is composed of a rich and diverse set of microbiomes 
that can be mined for biological activity and novel building 
blocks for synthetic biology. It is estimated that there are 1030 

microbial cells on earth1 and approximately 103–105 microbial spe-
cies in 1 g of soil2. However, a majority of these organisms remain 
recalcitrant to culturing under common laboratory conditions3–5. 
For harnessing the biological activities and building blocks of this 
difficult-to-grow biodiversity, culture-independent methods are 
advantageous. Advances in metagenomic sequence analysis have 
led to the discovery of novel biomass-degrading enzymes from 
cow rumen6, the identification of new CRISPR systems7, and the 
establishment of a reference gene catalog of the human microbi-
ome8, which are reviewed elsewhere9. In this Perspective, we focus 
on recent developments within functional metagenomics whereby 
environmental DNA is directly cloned into bacterial strains, 
enabling phenotypic characterization (Fig. 1)10. In particular, we 
focus on the emerging research field in which functional metage-
nomic libraries are interrogated using advanced genetic circuits, 
substantially expanding the set of biological activities and building 
blocks that can be identified.

Synthetic biology has developed to a point where complex bio-
logical circuits are designed to control specific cellular programs 
in response to specific inputs with reasonable predictability11. 
Substantial research has focused on designing suitable input sen-
sors, defined as components that can sense an input and relay this 
information downstream; examples include transcription factors12

, 
riboswitches13 and protein-based sensors12. The input signal(s) can 
be propagated and coupled to an output such as fluorescence or 
even survival under selective conditions.

In this Perspective we analyze the current state of the rap-
idly evolving interface between synthetic biology and functional 
metagenomics. We highlight two general requirements for suc-
cessful functional metagenomic mining using synthetic biol-
ogy: (1) genetic circuits need to be rationally designed, and (2) 
genetic circuits need to enable a high-throughput workflow. 
Emerging solutions to these requirements are supplied by com-
putational protein design and genetic circuit design automation, 

which have been substantially improved within the last few years. 
Accordingly, the potential utility and impact of this emerging field 
has dramatically increased.

Interrogation of metagenomes using phenotypic screens
Early implementation of functional metagenomics was based on 
classic molecular biology and relied on screens with a phenotypic 
readout, such as halo formation and changes in colony color or 
morphology, in order to detect specific activities. Such screening 
has been employed to discover hemolytic14, lipolytic15 and antimi-
crobial activities16–18. Phenotypic screening of metagenomic librar-
ies remains useful, but the approach is normally limited to a few 
biological activities and rarely includes anabolic activities.

Biological activities may also be identified using complementa-
tion assays that circumvent screening by knocking out one or more 
essential host gene and then using a functional metagenomic library 
to rescue this deficiency. An example is the biotin-auxotrophic 
Escherichia coli strain Δ biouvrB, which was used to identify genes 
from the environmental metagenome that are involved in biotin 
synthesis19. Using a similar approach, novel DNA polymerases in 
an E. coli polA mutant20 were identified. More recently, a phospho-
pantetheine transferase knockout in E. coli enabled enrichment of 
nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) and polyketide synthase 
(PKS) genes from a metagenomic library21.

In a manner similar to that of a complementation assay, genes 
conferring resistance toward a given compound can be identified 
from the metagenome by exposing a metagenomic library to inhibi-
tory concentrations of a particular toxin. This approach has been 
used to discover antibiotic resistance genes in soil22, cow manure23 
and human microflora24, as well as to discover salt25,26 and acid toler-
ance genes27, CO2-fixing enzymes28 and benzoylformate decarboxyl-
ases29. This strategy has also been used to identify genes that confer 
resistance to biomass-derived inhibitors, potentially enabling the 
construction of strains with increased robustness for the fermenta-
tion of lignocellulose-derived sugar streams30,31. Though powerful, 
such classical functional metagenomic methods suffer from limita-
tions in the spectrum of phenotypes that can be assessed.
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Metagenome mining for catabolic pathway components: 
SIGEX
Biological engineering was first applied to screen a metagenomic 
library in 2005 (ref. 32). The approach made use of the fact that cata-
bolic gene expression is often regulated by regulatory elements in 
proximity to the catabolic genes. The method, substrate-induced 
gene expression screening (SIGEX), relies on an operon trap that 
employs green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a fluorescence readout 
to identify catabolic pathways (Fig. 2a). In the SIGEX workflow, 
metagenomic DNA is shotgun cloned upstream of gfp. The library 
is then incubated with the substrate of interest, leading to the induc-
tion of the operon and thus resulting in a fluorescence signal. Using 
SIGEX, a metagenomic library of 152,000 clones with an average 
size of 7 kb was screened, and 4 clones that are regulated by naph-
thalene and 58 clones that are regulated by benzoate were identified. 
The clones consisted largely of catabolic genes, transcription regula-
tors and transporters, as expected based on the spatial distribution 
of operons. The SIGEX method has been applied to identify com-
ponents that are regulated by aromatic compounds33, constitutive 
promoters34 and naringenin-inducible promoters35. Furthermore, 
by shotgun sequencing the initial environmental DNA, contextual 
information on the original pathways was recovered36. Though 
powerful, the SIGEX method is subject to the following limita-
tions37: (1) transcriptional regulators may not be in spatial proxim-
ity to the catabolic genes, (2) catabolic genes may be constitutively 
expressed instead of being regulated by a transcriptional regulator, 
and (3) transcriptional regulators may be modulated by a substrate 
that is not part of the pathway that they regulate.

Detecting pathways that induce quorum sensing
To identify metagenomic fragments that inhibit or induce quorum 
sensing, the metabolite-regulated expression (METREX; Fig. 2b) 
method was developed38. METREX consists of a genetic circuit 
with a quorum-sensing promoter that is activated by an acylhomo-
serine lactone or another small molecule, resulting in expression 
of the reporter gene gfp. By screening eight metagenomic libraries 
that, in total, contained 53,000 clones with inserts ranging from 
1 to 190 kb in size, 11 clones were identified that modulate the 
output of the circuit (gfp). One of these clones harbored a luxI 
homolog (62% sequence homology to AamfI from Pseudomonas 
fluorescens). The LuxI protein is involved in the synthesis of an 
N-acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) quorum-sensing signal mol-
ecule. METREX was subsequently used to identify AHL signal-
molecule-modulating pathways in gypsy moth gut microbiotas39 
as well to screen for AHL compounds in forest soil and activated 
sludge from a coke plant40. The METREX method was modified 

to identify genes that modulate quorum sensing by integrating the 
luxR homolog traR and luxI homolog traI into the genetic circuit 
(Fig. 2c)41. Three metagenomic clones were identified by co-cul-
turing E. coli (harboring the metagenomic library) and the plant 
pathogen Agrobacterium tumefaciens (harboring the genetic cir-
cuit). Introduction of the metagenomic DNA into Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa led to reduced biofilm formation caused by the lactone-
degrading activity derived from the metagenomic fragment.

Product-induced mining of metagenomic libraries
Amidases are an industrially relevant class of enzymes that catalyze 
the hydrolysis of an amide bond. Product-induced gene expression 
(PIGEX) was introduced to discover novel amidases in a sequence-
independent manner42. Although the name implies similarities to 
the aforementioned SIGEX32 method, its mechanism is conceptu-
ally different from that of SIGEX (Fig. 2d) and similar to that of 
METREX38 (Fig. 2b). The PIGEX system relies on induction of a 
preselected transcription regulator (for example, encoded by benR) 
that can be activated by the product of interest (for example, ben-
zoate) to result in expression of GFP. A 96,000-membered E. coli 
fosmid library was co-cultivated with benzamide (a substrate for 
amidases) and the sensor E. coli strain that contained the benzoate-
responsive circuit. After two rounds of screening in 96-well plates, 
the authors found eleven amidase genes, of which three were novel 
and contained no sequence homology to known bacterial ami-
dases. The transcription regulator and cognate operator sequence 
can readily be replaced to screen for a wide range of enzymatic 
activities (provided that a transcriptional repressor for the product 
molecule is known).

Inflammatory response modulators from the gut microbiota
The transcription factor NF-κ B is involved in host immune and 
inflammatory response, and the gut microbiota is known to modu-
late NF-κ B. To identify microbial factors that modulate NF-κ B, a 
reporter cell line in which a secreted alkaline phosphatase is con-
trolled by NF-κ B was constructed (Fig. 2e). Factors that modulate 
NF-κ B would trigger expression of alkaline phosphatase, which can 
be readily assayed using a chemiluminescent substrate. Cell lysate 
from 2,460 individual metagenomic E. coli fosmid clones was added 
to this reporter cell line43. Using this method, an ABC-transport 
system and a putative lipoprotein were identified as potential mod-
ulators of NF-κ B. In 2014 this protocol was further optimized for 
high-throughput screening44.

Subsequently, the circuit was modified to express GFP instead 
of secreted alkaline phosphatase45. This alteration enabled the iden-
tification of commendamide, an NF-κ B-modulating compound 
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Fig. 1 | Construction of a metagenomic library from sample to sequence. Environmental DNA is extracted, purified, fragmented and cloned into an 
expression vector. The library of plasmids is then transformed in an expression host, for example, E. coli. Finally, the resulting clones can be analyzed, by 
either genotype or phenotype. The presence of a genetic circuit in the expression host allows a high-throughput interrogation of the metagenomic library.
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Fig. 2 | Genetic circuits used to mine metagenomic libraries. a, Schematic representation of the SIGEX procedure32. The platform plasmid is digested 
by BamHI and ligated with metagenomic DNA. Clones that self-ligate or contain a short insert are sorted out in a preround of FACS by inducing the Plac 
promoter with IPTG, resulting in a fluorescence signal for the false positives. Next, the cells are incubated with a substrate of interest, thereby activating 
transcription of potential catabolic gene(s). In the original SIGEX study32, benzoate served as this substrate of interest. b, The quorum-sensing genetic 
circuit used in the METREX strategy38 is based on the luxR-encoded transcriptional activator. Upon addition of a metagenomic fragment that expresses  
a gene of interest (GOI), a signal molecule is formed. This signal molecule activates the LuxR transcriptional regulator, resulting in gfp transcription.  
c, Genetic circuit used in an A. tumefaciens reporter strain41. The reporter lacZ is fused on the transcriptional level to the traR-traI operon. Upon induction 
by a lactone signal molecule, the Ptra promoter is activated, and the lacZ gene is expressed. When a lactonase is expressed from a metagenomic library, 
the signal molecule is degraded, and the reporter lacZ gene is not expressed. d, The PIGEX genetic circuit used to identify amidases in a metagenomic 
library42. The transcription regulator, encoded by benR, responds to the presence of benzoate by activating transcription from the PbenA promoter. In the 
PIGEX circuit, PbenA drives the transcription of gfp, thus resulting in fluorescence when benzoate is formed. e, Genetic circuit in HT-29 cells43; the NF-κ B 
promoter is activated when the NF-κ B complex responds to a signal molecule, resulting in expression of secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP), a reporter 
gene. The signal molecule is generated by an expressed gene or pathway encoded in the metagenomic library. f, Genetic circuit in Acinetobacter baylyi that 
responds to the presence of salicylate by activating the SalR transcription regulator protein50. The activated SalR protein in turn initiates transcription of 
the luxCDABE reporter from the Psal promoter, resulting in fluorescence. g, Genetic circuit in E. coli that responds to the presence of a compound such as 
phenol by activating the transcriptional regulator protein DmpR from P. putida51. The activated transcriptional regulator DmpR subsequently binds the Po 
promoter (also from P. putida) to initiate transcription of the reporter gfp. Phenolic compounds are converted from a substrate with an added phenyl tag 
by a metagenomic library-encoded gene or pathway. The terminators flanking dmpR and gfp genes and the ribosome-binding site upstream of gfp have 
been engineered to increase the dynamic range of the circuit and were not part of the wild-type operon in P. putida. h, The ThiM19 riboswitch occludes 
the ribosome binding site (RBS) from translation initiation in the absence of thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP)56. Upon the addition of TPP, the riboswitch 
changes confirmation and facilitates recognition of the RBS, resulting in translation of the resistance genes cat and aadA. To reduce the number of  
false-positive hits, the circuit has a redundant layout in which two individual riboswitches control the translation of the resistance genes.
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secreted by a metagenomic clone. Further work showed that this 
N-acyl-amide acts as a mammalian signaling molecule by activating 
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). Inspired by these findings a 
bioinformatic analysis was carried out to identify genes in the human 
microbiota that could encode GPCR-active N-acyl synthases46.  
A commensal GPR119 agonist was identified that has structural 
mimicry of human GPCR ligands and has also been shown to regu-
late the metabolic and glucose homeostasis as efficiently. These stud-
ies provide an interesting case for applying functional metagenomics 
to identify an effector of human–microbe interactions45,46. While 
much work in the microbiome field currently relies on sequence-
based metagenomics47–49, the use of such synthetic biology–powered 
functional metagenomics can yield new bioactive molecules that 
modulate the gut microbiome–human host system and would likely 
be missed by searches based on sequence homology.

Detection of biodegradation pathways using DNA enrichment
Naphthalene contamination in ground water can be remediated 
by naphthalene-metabolizing organisms. To identify active naph-
thalene degraders, [13C]naphthalene was incubated with a con-
taminated groundwater sample, and the 13C-incorporated DNA was 
subsequently isolated using ultracentrifugation50. After the DNA 
was sequenced and annotated, potential naphthalene-degrading 
operons were identified. These operons were amplified using a poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR), and the PCR products were cloned 
into an expression vector. The resulting plasmids were transformed 
into a strain containing a salicylate (an intermediate metabolite in 
naphthalene catabolism) biosensor coupled to luciferase (Fig. 2f). 
Screening with this system enabled the discovery of a novel nag2 
operon that is responsible for naphthalene biodegradation and 
highlighted the power of combining an enrichment strategy with 
a genetic circuit.

Generalized genetic circuits detect enzymatic byproducts
Most of the previous examples are based on visual screens that are 
carried out on solid media or microtiter plates, which limits the 
throughput of the screen. However the throughput can be increased 
by using fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to determine 
the circuit’s state51,52. As over 300 enzyme species have been reported 
to generate phenols or phenyl compounds as byproducts of their 
reactions51, it was hypothesized that sensing these byproducts 
would provide a general platform for screening enzyme activity. 
Accordingly, a genetic circuit (Fig. 2g) that was read out using FACS 
was used to find enzymes, including cellulases, lipases or alkaline 
phosphatases, that degrade phenyl-tagged compounds encoded in 
a metagenomic library. The genetic circuits consist of the dmpR 
gene from Pseudomonas putida whose gene product responds to 
the presence of phenolic compounds, resulting in a change in GFP 
fluorescence output. Using this method, termed the genetic enzyme 
screening system (GESS), a ~20,000-membered fosmid library was 
screened for enzymes that degrade phenyl-tagged compounds.  
This strategy resulted in the identification of a novel phosphatase 
gene that shares 59% homology with a Sphingomonas alkaline  

phosphatase. Further characterization of this alkaline phosphatase 
identified its thermolabile properties, making it a potentially useful 
tool in molecular biology53.

Interestingly, this study highlights the need to optimize genetic 
circuits before employing metagenomic screens. In this case, 
two terminators and a strong E. coli ribosome-binding site were 
inserted in a circuit (Fig. 2g) that originated from P. putida. This 
refactoring resulted in an ~11-fold more sensitive circuit than the 
circuit previously constructed by the same group54; the need for 
refactoring has also been observed in the optimization process of 
other biosensors55.

Dual-selection circuit to select for novel transporters
The functions of bacterial transporters are poorly annotated, and 
to discover novel thiamine and xanthine uptake transporters, we 
constructed a synthetic selection circuit to mine metagenomic 
libraries56. Placing the thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP, the biologi-
cally active form of thiamine)-responsive ThiM19 riboswitch57 
upstream of an antibiotic resistance cassette created a synthetic 
selection circuit that renders the growth of the selected strain 
dependent on an excess of intracellular TPP (Fig. 2h)56. By apply-
ing this circuit to a metagenomic library, 26 phylogenetic distant 
members of a novel class of thiamine transporters (encoded by 
pnuT) were discovered and functionally validated. Improving 
the robustness to decrease false-positive colony formation was 
instrumental to this success. This robustness was achieved by 
introducing redundancy into the circuit; it contains chloramphen-
icol and spectinomycin resistance genes, both with an upstream 
ThiM19 riboswitch. The generality of this method was further 
demonstrated by deploying a fully synthetic riboswitch that was 
responsive to xanthine alkaloids58 to functionally mine xanthine 
importers from metagenomes. Continued application of this 
method should permit deep mining of transporters from entire 
microbial communities and allow exhaustive elucidation of trans-
porters in individual organisms.

Expanding the repertoire of new biosensors
Tailoring input systems to respond to a compound of interest 
requires a compound-specific biosensor that can be function-
ally implemented in a genetic circuit. Availability of relevant bio-
sensors is therefore critical for the use of such genetic systems in 
metagenomic mining. In nature, gene expression is often regulated 
in response to intracellular metabolite pools, and accordingly, most 
biosensors are derived from natural systems (see Table 1). More 
than 17 small-molecule classes can be detected by riboswitches59,60, 
and natural allosteric transcription factors have been identified for 
243 compound classes59. This broad palette of compounds includes 
vitamins, amino acids and antibiotics, and recent studies suggest 
that many more riboswitches are yet to be found61. Because natural 
biosensors have evolved in vivo, they respond to physiologically rel-
evant concentration ranges and display high specificity toward their 
target ligands. These properties make them ideal candidates for in 
vivo applications and functional metagenomics.

Table 1 | Application of biosensors in the context of high-throughput functional metagenomic screens
Type of biosensor Examples Advantage Disadvantage

Transcription-based Transcription factor Can be used modularly Slow response, relies on gene 
expression95

Translation-based Riboswitch, ribozyme Natural riboswitches can have high 
sensitivity and specificity13

Not broadly applicable as design of 
novel riboswitches is challenging

Post-translational-based Fluorescence, FRET, protease Fast response96 Absolute signals often low12

Input sensors can be classified into three categories: (1) transcription-based, i.e., a regulatory protein or RNA aptamer interacts with a stimuli of interest (for example, a small molecule), which results 
in a modulation of transcriptional activity; (2) translation-based, i.e., riboswitches and aptamers that upon compound binding interfere either in cis or in trans with translation by acting upon translation 
initiation, mRNA stability or mRNA splicing; and (3) post-translational-based sensors in which a reporter protein generates a signal upon interaction with a molecule of interest.
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When no biosensor is available for a compound of interest, bio-
sensors can be synthetically created. Ligand-binding domains of 
riboswitches can be selected from large RNA pools in vitro, and 
selected aptamers can be integrated into expression platforms to 
enable small-molecule-responsive genetic circuits (Fig. 3a). This 
approach has led to the creation of fully synthetic riboswitches 
for a handful of compounds62. Furthermore, progress has been 
made by using a statistical thermodynamic model that predicts 
the sequence–structure–function relationship: 62 synthetic ribo-
switches were computationally designed to sense a set of diverse 
chemicals63. Using another de novo design approach, synthetic 
aptamers were fused to a designed transcription termination ele-
ment, resulting in a tetracycline-dependent riboswitch modulating 
downstream transcription64. A fully de novo design remains absent 
for transcription factors, but substantial progress is being made in 
repurposing the specificity of existing transcription factors. Such 
efforts include pipelines that can broaden availability using compu-
tational design65–67. As an example, bacterial allosteric transcription 
factors were redesigned using the Rosetta framework (Fig. 3b)66. 
The recognition profile of the LacI transcription factor from E. coli 
was altered using single-residue saturation mutagenesis and ran-
dom mutagenesis to create mutant proteins that recognize fucose, 
gentiobiose, lactitol and sucralose. Another method to broaden 
the range of available biosensors relies on ligand-binding domains 
that contain engineered destabilizing mutations67. Ligand-binding 
domain accumulation only occurs in cells in which the target ligand 
is also present; in other cells, the sensor is degraded by the ubiquitin 
proteasome system. The ligand-binding domain was fused in-frame 
with a fluorescent domain or transcription activator to establish a 
readout. The previously constructed digoxin-binding domain68 was 
redesigned to be conditionally stable upon ligand binding and fused 
to either gfp or a transcriptional activator domain. When the bind-
ing domain is coupled to the transcriptional activator domain, acti-
vation by the ligand resulted in a ~100-fold increase in fluorescence.

Another strategy to expand the repertoire of biosensors is to 
extend the metabolic network from compounds for which no 
biosensor is available to molecules for which a biosensor is avail-
able69. The minimum amount of enzymes that are necessary to do 
so can be identified using a database containing 9,319 biochemical 
reaction rules. Equipping E. coli with these pathways and sensors 
resulted in strains that fluorescently respond to cocaine, para-
thion, 2-chloro-4-nitrophenol, hippuric acid, and nitroglycerin. 
Considering the available enzymes and the known biosensors, this 
strategy should substantially expand the number of compounds that 
can be sensed69. These examples highlight the fact that novel tran-
scription factors and circuits can be constructed, thus substantially 
widening the scope of functional metagenomic mining.

Signal processing: automation and improving robustness
Current circuits used to interrogate metagenomic libraries are based 
only on a single input signal. However, to advance selection meth-
ods multiplexing more than one input signal can be advantageous; 
for example, the conversion facilitated by a metagenomic gene of 
substrate to product could be wired using an N-IMPLY circuit. 
Such a circuit has been built previously to detect the presence of 
the small molecule erythromycin only in the absence of phloretin70. 
To combine more signals (for example, to detect multiple pathway 
intermediates) or construct more complex conditions, more elabo-
rate genetic circuit design tools are required. Recently, a tremen-
dous advance was reported in the field of automated genetic circuit 
design (Fig. 4)11. Using the aforementioned standardized parts and 
isolators and with the help of a new software, the authors designed 
60 genetic programs that were automatically converted into logic 
gates and then finally into DNA. Of the 60 designed circuits, 45 per-
formed according to their initial design. These results are encourag-
ing, as they exemplify the power of genetic circuit design. However, 
it should be noted that the construction of these circuits required 
extensive characterization of the used parts71,72.

Most of the previously discussed examples are screening 
approaches, not for selection (except for the thiamine and xanthine 
transport mining circuits56 shown in Fig. 2h). Several sources73–76 
have stated that a more efficient readout is required to advance bio-
sensor genetic circuits. Although selection systems present a pos-
sible solution from an engineering perspective, surmounting the 
evolutionary properties of biological systems is a major challenge 
when engineering selection systems. One approach to overcom-
ing such evolutionary decay of the selection circuits is to introduce 
redundancy. Redundancy can be achieved by having more than 
one independent selection system operating simultaneously in the 
cell. This approach was used to reduce the false-positive levels in 
the thiamine selection system previously developed by our group56 
from ~104 in 107 cells to less than 1 in 107 cells. Another example 
of the necessity to combat the effects of evolutionary pressure on 
genetic circuits became apparent upon the optimization of the nar-
ingenin pathway using multiplex automated genome engineering 
(MAGE)77. To increase the throughput of the genome engineering 
process, the researchers constructed a genetic circuit that relied on 
two copies of the regulator gene ttgR. The second copy of the regu-
lator caused the escape rate to drop from ~10−5 CFU/total cells to 
~10−8 CFU/total cells. The authors hypothesized that this change 
occurs because the selective pressure in the case with two copies 
can only be released by incorporating inactivating mutations in 
both of the ttgR genes, compared to the ease of introducing a single 
mutation in one copy of the gene. In spite of these solutions, the 
challenges of evolutionary escape must be assessed in the context of 
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each specific circuit: the mode of failure depends substantially on 
the logic of the circuit, as highlighted in recent examples from the 
field of biocontainment78,79. These modes include point mutations, 
deletions and insertion sequence (IS) elements causing the circuit to 
fail80. However as a general rule these can be mitigated by introduc-
ing redundancy into the genetic circuit78,79, for example by introduc-
ing two copies of a selection marker56,77. These advances should be 
used in the design of synthetic biology–enabled functional metage-
nomic selections, as they will dramatically reduce circuit failure and 
thus lower the false-positive rate of the selections.

Considerations when applying functional metagenomics
When designing genetic circuits to mine metagenomic libraries it is 
important to consider the fundamental limitations of metagenomic 
expression libraries. Indeed, functional expression of metagenomic 
DNA is dependent on (i) propagation of metagenomic DNA in the 
heterologous host, (ii) transcription of the metagenomic DNA by 
either a vector-borne promoter or recognition of heterologous regu-
latory elements, and (iii) efficient translation of mRNA and possibly 
post-translational modification into the functional protein.

Maintenance of metagenomic DNA is routinely performed on 
plasmids, cosmids or fosmids, but the choice depends on the bioac-
tivity under investigation. For example, antibiotic resistance genes 
are often contained within a single open reading frame (ORF). 
Antibiotic resistance genes can therefore be captured with a metage-
nomic library insert size of 1–3 kb (ref. 24) and are easily maintained 
on a plasmid backbone. However, the DNA found when function-
ally selecting for secondary metabolite clusters can be propagated 
only rarely on a plasmid, as the size of these clusters can range from 
5 (ref. 81) to 150 kb (ref. 82). A suitable way to capture and maintain 
larger fragments is by using cosmids or fosmids, which allow the 
construction of 25–40-kb inserts. It is therefore key when perform-
ing functional synthetic metagenomic selections to determine the 
most suitable vector for finding the desired activity.

A bottleneck in functional metagenomics is the recognition 
of heterologous DNA by the host machinery enabling efficient 
transcription and translation. This recognition can be hampered 
by, for example, codon bias or a lack of regulatory elements. 
Initial expression efforts began by using E. coli as a heterologous 
metagenomic expression host, which is estimated to express only 
40% of heterologous proteins from a randomly cloned metage-
nomic library83. Over the past decade, more expression hosts 
that enable a broader use of metagenomic DNA have been intro-
duced. To study the differential expression, six proteobacteria—
A. tumefaciens (Alphaproteobacteria), Burkholderia graminis 
(Betaproteobacteria), Caulobacter vibrioides (Alphaproteobacteria), 
E. coli (Gammaproteobacteria), P. putida (Gammaproteobacteria), 
and Ralstonia metallidurans (Betaproteobacteria)—were trans-
formed with the same metagenomic library84. The transformed cells 
were then assayed for antibacterial activity, altered pigmentation, 
and altered colony morphology using the classic phenotypic readout 
method (Fig. 1). The behavior of the different species overlapped 

minimally, suggestive of differences in the ability of these hosts to 
functionally express metagenomics libraries. However, in practice, 
using a variety of proteobacteria is often an obstacle because broad-
range shuttle vectors85 need to be used and the screening assay or 
selection must be compatible with all of the hosts. Additionally, 
some host organisms might not be suitable for use with large 
metagenomic libraries because of their low transformation effi-
ciency. Metagenomic DNA with a eukaryotic origin is unlikely 
to be heterologously expressed in the aforementioned organisms 
because of the lack of prokaryotic intron splicing and conservation 
of promoter sequences. To access eukaryotic DNA, a cDNA library 
can be constructed (by reverse transcribing environmental RNA) 
and cloned into a heterologous eukaryotic microbial host such as 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Using this method a histidine auxotro-
phic yeast mutant was rescued by cDNA, possibly originating from 
a eukaryotic basidiomycete fungal species and an ascomycete86.

There was a minimum overlap in expression when six different 
hosts were transformed with the same metagenomic library84. This 
indicates, combined with the calculations that only 40% of heter-
ologous proteins from a randomly cloned metagenomic library are 
expressed in E. coli83, that the recognition of heterologous regula-
tory elements (promoter elements in particular) is a key factor in 
determining expression. Therefore, small insert libraries are very 
suitable for activity screening, as transcription of the insert can 
be driven by a vector-borne promoter87. In larger insert libraries, 
transcription is hampered because of limited recognition of heter-
ologous promoter regions. In this context, it was hypothesized that 
overexpressing one of the six endogenous sigma factors of E. coli 
(not including housekeeping sigma factor 70) would increase tran-
scription from metagenomic DNA88. Indeed, when the cells over-
expressed E. coli sigma factor 54, an introduced heterologous gene 
cluster produced oxytetracycline.

This approach was taken a step further by testing seven sigma 
factors from a range of organisms to initiate transcription of a 
metagenomic GFP trap89. The trap was constructed by cloning 
short soil metagenomic inserts in front of a promoterless gfp gene. 
GFP fluorescence could be measured only when a promoter ele-
ment on the insert was recognized by an (endogenous) sigma fac-
tor. Using this technique, the rpoD sigma factor from Lactobacillus 
plantarum was found to increase transcription in a soil library by 
a factor of nine. Another recent development is based on random, 
transposon-mediated insertion of bidirectional T7 promoters into a 
metagenomic fosmid library90. This ‘enforced transcription’ method 
resulted in a 6.6-fold increase in positive hits. In another example, 
tunable gene expression across various Gram-positive and Gram-
negative bacteria was achieved by constructing a feedback loop that 
self-regulates transcription of an orthogonal polymerase that is not 
driven by host-specific promoters91.

Challenges due to codon bias, hampering translation, can be 
solved by using high-throughput DNA synthesis technology92, for 
example, by matching codon frequencies as near as possible to the 
native expression system85.

These examples show that although expression of metagenomic 
DNA can be challenging, the expression of metagenomic DNA can 
be improved by making use of a broader range of hosts or by equip-
ping a host with an extended transcriptional toolbox.

Future perspectives
The results of using synthetic biology in functional metagenomics 
have been encouraging, and this approach has already led to the 
discovery of several novel bioactivities. With new approaches for 
expanding the repertoire of biosensors and increasing the robust-
ness and predictability of genetic circuits, the field is expected 
to substantially grow. In particular, the field will benefit from 
the application of computational design to expand the substrate 
spectrum that can be detected by biosensors. Furthermore, the  
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Fig. 4 | Genetic circuit design using Cello.11 The user inputs the design 
requirements in Cello in Verilog code. The Verilog code is transformed into 
a circuit diagram, which is subsequently converted in a DNA sequence 
representing the genetic circuit. Eventually, the circuit can be tested in vivo 
using fluorescence-assisted cell sorting (FACS).
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automatization of genetic circuit design will aid in the construction 
of a greater variety of complex selection circuits that can be used in 
drug discovery and industrial biotechnology. Finally, implement-
ing lessons learned from constructing robust, fail-safe circuits that 
have been applied to the area of biocontainment93 will increase 
the power of the selection systems used to mine metagenomics. 
Combining these developments is expected to accelerate the speed 
and output of functional metagenomics.
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